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Welcome to Gal Oya National Park, where nature
runs wild, everything is illuminated, and a new
frontier of Sri Lankan travel beckons.
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This place has an extraordinary way of
delivering its gifts to you – contemplative
solitude, complete awe, the thrill of discovery –
in moments that will stay with you forever.

T

here are plenty of reasons not to
jangle your bones along the remote
roads of Sri Lanka’s Eastern
Province, into neighbouring
Uva, before turning down an unsignposted track and disappearing into the
extraordinary world of Gal Oya Lodge.
If, for example, your idea of travel is limited to
silver service and flat-screen TVs, this may not be
your cup of tea. If you need your restaurants (oh,
and bathrooms) to have four walls; or you crave
the latest tunes playing in a hipster-strewn lobby,
or wi-fi on tap, you may be in for a bit of a shock.
This isn’t the romantic Sri Lanka of mist-strewn
mountains and rolling tea plantations. It’s not the
Sri Lanka where the palm trees bend down to kiss
perfect ocean waves; nor is it the big-city bustle
of Colombo, or the cultural riches of Kandy, or
the warm, history-soaked streets of Galle Fort.
All of these things, of course, are very much
worth seeing. But this is something different;
the next frontier, perhaps. Thankfully, you don’t
need to be an intrepid adventurer – I’m certainly
not – to enjoy this incredible lodge and its forays
into the barely visited but abundantly beautiful
Gal Oya National Park, home to swimming
elephants and elusive leopards, ballerina-like deer
and brilliantly coloured blankets of butterflies.
I guess the best way to describe a visit to Gal
Oya Lodge is as a gift you give yourself. It’s the

gift of being truly immersed in nature from the
inside out; not staring, glassy eyed, from a line
of Jeeps and ticking ‘elephant!’ off a list. This
place has an extraordinary way of delivering its
gifts to you – contemplative solitude, complete
awe, the thrill of discovery – in moments that
will stay with you forever. It’s a rare opportunity
to learn, too: about Sri Lanka, and nature,
and perhaps even the nature of yourself.
We reach Gal Oya Lodge late afternoon,
as the cicada drumbeat surges and the sun starts
to drop behind Monkey Mountain. Handsome,
dreadlocked staff lead us down a long path
where the grass seems to grow as we walk, and
round a final bend, where Gal Oya Lodge’s
spectacular central open-walled structure awaits;
all teak and thatching, with two levels leading
down to a mirror-like turquoise pool. As night
begins to fall, it resembles a jewel-box glowing
deep in the jungle. A curious, haunting call
echoes out over the world, and Olivia – the
friendly young Australian welcoming us – smiles
broadly. It’s the wild peacocks, she explains.
Their call – Aiyo! Aiyo!’ – sounds like the local
slang term for everything from ‘oh no!’ or ‘oh
dear’ to ‘no way!’. The lines between nature
and humanity at Gal Oya, it seems, are far less
defined than our concrete jungles back home.
We pad down long paths to our thatched
bungalows, privately nestled into the >>

CLOCKWISE (from
top left): Senior
naturalist Arun Bandara;
Catch sight of swimming
elephants; Every detail
at Gal Oya Lodge is
carefully considered.
OPPOSITE: The
most picturesque pool.
PREVIOUS PAGE:
Everyday life on the way
to the stunning wildlife of
Gal Oya National Park.
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CLOCKWISE (from
top left): Embark on
a 4WD safari through
the forest; A breezy bed
at the lodge; Sail the large
lake within Gal Oya
National Park on a boat
safari; The lodge works
closely with the local
indigenous Vedda tribe.
OPPOSITE: The lodge’s
design incorporates wood,
stone and polished concrete.
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surrounding vegetation of the sprawling 20 or so acres of reclaimed
jungle. Each spacious haven boasts lovely teak beams, smooth
concrete floors, breezy white mosquito-netted beds and partially
outdoor bathrooms (there’s a joyful release in showering here,
jungle sounds wafting in on warm air). There is nothing in these
bungalows that is not perfectly necessary and perfectly lovely: it’s
a lesson in restraint, care and comfort. The materials – wood and
stone, brass and bamboo – are tactile and comforting. Glass bottles
of water and ceiling fans are perfectly adequate for keeping cool,
it turns out; a TV would seem superfluous and mini-bars, though
nice, can be kind of antisocial. There’s far greater fun to be had
by winding back to that central gem of a lounge, for drinks
and dinner in the company of your travelling companions.
It’s here that we sip crisp wine in the velvety night air and chat
to Tim Edwards – one of the lodge’s three co-founders – and his
gorgeous, worldly girlfriend Milli, while staff members wander
like attentive yet relaxed dinner party hosts, offering drinks, sharing
stories. Tim (whose laid-back yet intrepid nature reminds me of
Louis Theroux’s) swaps seamlessly from thoughtfully recounting
how he and business partner/best mate Sangjay Choegyal took their
first sensitive steps into negotiating with the local indigenous Vedda
tribe; to recounting the times he’s slept out here, in the lounge, after
“a bit of a party”; or that time the lodge was hit by lightning.
The guys grew up together in Nepal, where Sangjay’s mother helped
Tim’s father – Jim Edwards, a pioneer of conservation tourism in
Nepal – in running the iconic Tiger Tops adventure and eco-tourism
businesses. They went their separate ways for university, after which
Sangjay spent time in Asia with Four Seasons and Aman; and
Tim returned to help run Tiger Tops before being offered a job at
a beach property on Sri Lanka’s west coast. Here he met architect
John Balmond and, after a few Lion lagers whilst Sangjay visited,
a childhood plan of opening their own lodge was resurrected with
John on board as partner and lead architect. “We really loved it
here because it was so remote,” explains Tim. “People, we feel, want >>

There is nothing in these bungalows
that is not perfectly necessary
and perfectly lovely: it’s a lesson
in restraint, care and comfort.
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As the morning heat sets in, we clamber onto
a simple blue boat under a huge Sri Lankan
sky. Local fisherman wave as we marvel
at the immense beauty of it all.

CLOCKWISE (from
left): Mud: the elephant’s
sunscreen of choice;
Bathrooms at the lodge
are partially outdoors;
Picnic by a rushing river;
Spot monkeys, crocodiles,
birds and – yes,
swimming elephants
– on a boat safari.

not just a nice hotel room but something more…
to experience something, whether that’s wildlife,
or cultural…” He gestures simply at our surroundings.
They opened in late 2014; their first guests, some
Aussies who booked online at the last minute (lack
of a functioning satellite phone meant the boys
had no idea), turned up in tuk-tuks and asked if
they had ready rooms and cold beers. “Luckily
we could say yes to both questions,” Sangjay tells
me. Gal Oya Lodge was open for business.
While parts of Sri Lanka have seen rapid tourism
development – and subsequent concerns about things
moving too fast – since the end of the civil war in
2009, Gal Oya Lodge has been about conservation
and immersion from day one. Sustainably built using
local materials (much of the furnishings – bedside tables,
window frames, coffee tables – were made from one
giant mara tree), it goes much further. The team works
closely with the Vedda, offering guests the chance to
visit ancient cave dwellings, explore forests and see the
local chief ’s house; they collect fees for these activities
and “try to do something for the whole community”,
explains Tim, such as helping to fund water projects.
It’s a fine line to tread, he says; particularly with
a culture already undergoing rapid change, with
youngsters attending schools, and beginning to
marry outside their tribes. “We don’t want to speed
that up.” The lodge also employs a number of local
ex-poachers, offering an alternative way to feed their
families and banning the practice in their employment
contracts (while the elephants here have either small
or no tusks, poaching for bush meat is a problem).
The latest step is the opening of the onsite Jim
Edwards Wildlife Research Centre. Named after Tim’s

father, with start-up funding from the International
Trust for Nature Conservation (ITNC) that he
founded, it’s managed by Phil Rekret, who specialises
in evolutionary biology and ecology. The centre is
working in consultation with other groups, including
the Wilderness and Wildlife Conservation Trust and
the Fishing Cat Conservancy, to initially establish a
clearer picture of which species currently exist in the
area, with the larger goal of informing government
policy on encroaching development in order to protect
the wildlife and the unique habitat it depends on.
Camera traps laid around the property capture
fascinating snapshots of nocturnal (and daytime)
visitors: an elephant loping through the trees; a tiny,
white-spotted mouse deer, a jungle cat, a scaly armoured
pangolin. It’s thrillingly voyeuristic: peering into this
parallel universe where the wild takes over at night,
treading the same pathways we walk by day. Does
Phil ever fist-pump when he gets a great ‘capture’?
He grins. “It’s the best feeling in the world.”
On our first day here, I shower to a chorus of birds,
and pad along the track to the main lodge to drink a
steaming coffee in the pre-dawn dark. We’re collected
by Arun, our gentle, good-humoured naturalist (he
laughs it off when I – coffee yet to kick in – refer to
him as a naturist), and we drive towards the enormous
lake within Gal Oya National Park to embark on
a boat safari. Along the way – water to our left,
jungle to our right – Arun points right. “Look.”
My first-ever elephant sighting. I wasn’t expecting
this before we ‘began’ the safari; I’ve also just heard
that my young son, who’s been sick in hospital while
I’ve been away, is on the mend (we found a signal
on the way here). Staring at this majestic creature, >>
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completely unaware of us, my eyes fill with hot,
happy tears. It’s a strangely sublime moment.
As the morning heat sets in, we clamber onto
a simple blue boat under a huge Sri Lankan sky.
Local fishermen using bedsheets as sails wave as
we marvel at the immense beauty of it all. We spot
numerous elephants wandering the water’s edge;
I shudder in horrified delight as we approach a
grinning mugger crocodile lying on the shore.
We clamber up enormous boulders to picnic on
fresh passionfruit and pawpaw, creamy buffalo
curd, and the best damn granola I’ve ever had,
under the watchful eyes of a curious monkey.
Only one thing eludes us – the sight of an elephant
in the water. “They doggy paddle,” smiles Arun.
But, rounding the final curve of boulders lining
the lake’s edge, Arun points. It looks like just
another boulder, until it moves. The elephant is
almost fully submerged, seeking refuge from the
intense heat. He rises, slowly, like an old star of the
silver screen fully aware of his captivated audience.
Sprays himself with water, magnificent trunk
unfurling. Saunters to the shore. Sprays again, with
mud this time. “Sunscreen,” Arun grins. We grin
too, eyes and smiles wide as the wild horizon.
Days here can be as busy or chilled as you like
– lunch and Lion lagers, an afternoon playing
board games, swimming in the pool, checking
out Phil’s camera traps, or further exploring.
Dinner is fantastic, and hearty enough to sate
the biggest post-safari appetite. A traditional Sri
Lankan curry and rice is always on the menu; ours
comes perfectly spiced, surrounded by colourful
accompaniments including earthy dhal, sweet
onion relish, greens with fresh shredded coconut
and lime, crispy pappadums and more. Stories are
swapped across the candlelit table; friendships form
fast in the middle of the wild Sri Lankan jungle.

The next morning, entering the national park on
a 4WD safari, we’re enveloped by a forest full of
Ayurvedic trees and plants, presided over centuries
ago by ancient kings. The rising sun follows us,
flickering between trees like a glowing, guiding
spirit. The whole place seems imbued with a kind
of hushed reverence; nature’s cathedral. We cross
babbling streams that lead to sun-dappled pools;
stop and wander across broad, sun-warmed swathes
of rock. We drive further, Arun pointing out so many
birds I lose count; brilliant bursts of colour, or regal
flashes of grey and talon and the whoosh of wings.
A dainty deer bounds across our path; but we don’t
see any elephants today, or the ever-elusive leopard.
As Arun explains, Gal Oya is so wild and so free of
tourists that the animals are very skittish, unlike at
more popular national parks. While making sightings
less frequent, this also makes them kind of magical,
as we saw yesterday. We walk through the forest to
an enormous rushing river where we picnic before
Arun leads us to a lookout to scout for any elephants
wandering below, chatting along the way about
meditation, nature and philosophy. A brilliant guide,
he opens our eyes further to the wonder of this place.
Later that afternoon, as the distant clouds darken
and the sun still shines on that ever-beckoning pool,
I slip into the water and float, face upturned. We
leave tomorrow. I never climbed Monkey Mountain
to survey this ancient landscape from above; yet I’ve
gained a different perspective, anyway. Surrounded
by these nature worshippers, all of whom devote
themselves to celebrating this place in their own
way, I’m inspired. I feel stronger, clearer somehow;
more able to ignore unnecessary distractions in my
life and pay attention to what really matters. I’m also
newly awake to nature: I want to explore it more,
understand it more, protect it more, wherever I am.
And that – that is the gift of Gal Oya. IT
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DETAILS

Gal Oya Lodge,
Inginiyagala Road,
Sri Lanka; galoyalodge.com
GETTING THERE

SriLankan Airlines flies
directly between Melbourne
and Colombo; other airlines
stopover in Kuala Lumpur,
Singapore and Bangkok.
Gal Oya Lodge is around
seven hours’ drive east of
Colombo; the lodge
recommends breaking up the
trip (roads here can be fairly
intense) by stopping over in
Kandy, the cultural triangle or
the hill country. Most visitors
hire a private driver for their
time in Sri Lanka; Gal Oya
Lodge can suggest third party
transport providers when
guests book directly.
STAYING THERE

CLOCKWISE (from top): Spot countless birds
on safari; Your guide will help point them out;
The lodge is built using local materials; Coffee
tables are made from an old mara tree; Gain
deep insight into this remote national park;
A mountainous view. OPPOSITE: Moving
through riverine forest.

Stay in a one-bedroom
bungalow and opt for full
board, as there are no other
places to eat nearby. Rates
include activities around the
lodge (hikes, bird walks etc.);
safaris and Vedda walks extra.
GOOD TO KNOW:

Prime ‘elephant swimming’
time is August to December,
and prime ‘birding’ time is
January to May.
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